HISTORY

A 17-year-old girl presents with an asymptomatic giant hyperpigmented patch on her left upper back. The lesion was first noted when the patient was 6 months old, and it has gradually increased in size over time. Her past medical history is unremarkable. No similar lesion has been observed in other family members.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

On examination, there is a sharply circumscribed, light brown hyperpigmented patch on the left upper back. Numerous speckled, dark-brown, hyperpigmented spots are present within the patch. The rest of the examination is unremarkable.
Spilus nevus was diagnosed. While the patient was reassured that the lesion is generally benign, follow-up was arranged to monitor for any changes that may suggest potential malignancy.

**SPILUS NEVUS: AN OVERVIEW**

Spilus nevus, also known as speckled lentiginous nevus, typically presents as a light brown, circumscribed pigmentation that is stippled with dark brown punctate macules or papules.1-5 The word “spilus” is derived from the Greek word *spilos*, meaning spot.

Spilus nevus occurs in fewer than 0.2% of all newborns, 1.3% to 2.1% of school-aged children, and about 2.3% of adults.6-8 Both sexes are affected equally.7,8,10 There is no racial predominance.8

A spilus nevus may represent a localized defect in neural crest melanoblasts that is influenced by genetic and environmental factors.2,3,7

**HISTOPATHOLOGY**

Histologic examination reveals an increase in melanin deposition in keratinocytes and an increase in the number of non-nested melanocytes along the basal cell layer of the epidermis.2,7 Some melanosome macroglobules are found in the background macule and represent melanin autosomes formed through an autophagic process following aberrant melanogenesis.7 Melanosome macroglobules are characteristic findings in nevus spilus.7 Darker flat speckles represent areas of melanocytic hyperplasia.7 Darker lesions represent nevus cells in a junctional, and/or dermal location.1 Papules consist of melanocytic nests in the papillary and reticular dermis.2,3

**CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS**

Although spilus nevus can be congenital, most lesions develop in the first year of life, and some during childhood or adolescence.2,3,7 The lesion often starts as an evenly pigmented light brown macule with few or no speckles. The speckles may appear or increase during childhood or even adulthood.13 In the macular type of spilus nevus, the speckles are evenly distributed within the background macule.2 In contrast, the papular variant shows a more scattered and uneven distribution of the speckles within the background macule.2 The diameter of the nevus can range from 1 cm to more than 20 cm.11 In most cases, the lesion is small and solitary.11 Sites of predilection include the abdomen and back.11,13 The darker speckled lesions typically number 8 to 10 and are usually 1 to 3 mm in diameter.7

Spilus nevus is usually an isolated finding. Sometimes, however, it may occur as part of phacomatosis spilorrhea, phacomatosis pigmentovascularis, phacomatosis pigmentokeratosis, or spilus nevus syndrome.2,13

**DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS**

Spilus nevus should be differentiated from segmental lentiginosis, Becker’s nevus, linear and whorled nevoid hypermelanosis, and the café au lait spot. In segmental lentiginosis, the background pigmentation is absent.2 Becker’s nevus consists of a sharply demarcated, irregular area of hyperpigmentation without any speckled pattern, although hypertrichosis within the lesion is commonly present.2,3 Linear and whorled nevoid hypermelanosis is characterized by linear streaks and swirls of macular hyperpigmentation in a reticulate pattern along the lines of Blaschko without any preceding inflammatory or palpable verruciform lesions. A café au lait spot presents as an ovoid, uniformly brown macule with no overlying darker macules or papules. Café au lait spots are found in 3% to 10% of healthy children and almost all children with neurofibromatosis.14 Occasionally, a café au lait spot in an individual with segmental neurofibromatosis may simulate a spilus nevus.

**COMPLICATIONS**

Patients with spilus nevi are at low risk for melanoma.7,8,13 Atypical melanocytic proliferations can lead to melanoma formation.1 This is especially true for dysplastic giant congenital nevi and those with an atypical appearance.1 Most reported cases are thin melanomas.7

**MANAGEMENT**

Although spilus nevi are generally benign, they must be monitored closely so that any changes that suggest malignancy can be detected early.1,3,6-12 This is especially true for dysplastic giant congenital nevi and those with an atypical appearance.9 Dermoscopy and image storage can be helpful for monitoring.12 If there is any doubt, biopsy of the lesion for histological examination should be considered. In most cases, routine prophylactic excision of the lesion is unwarranted. However, prophylactic full-thickness, complete excision of the lesion should be considered in the setting of dysplasia or if an atypical appearance is noted.7
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